
Joe

Joe

Renewable 
energies

Amazing Rando

Anti Chthonic 
protests around 
the world

Amazing Rando

People call her 
the Space 
Cowboy.

Joe (Visitor)

Liberty offers 
asylum to people 
fleeing 
mandatory after 
death service

Amazing Rando

Quinn wins lunar 
Premiereship

Amazing Rando

Remy

remy (Visitor)

Daryl

Daryl (Visitor)

Bert

Bert (Visitor)

FOCUS LEGACY PC Legacy

2000 2024

START After drop Multinational Cooperation 
to rebuild Escort Station

END

Escort station dropped on 
Belle Fourche, South 
Dakota

Amazing Rando

Miniaturization of the 
transistor

Amazing Rando

LIGHT

LIGHT

LIGHT
LIGHT

LIGHT

LIGHT

LIGHT

LIGHT

DARK

DARK

First world 
brain drain

DP

Vacuum energy = Chadiation 
(Rapid advancement of physics)The Vatican War

First solar  
sail flight

The 
Cthonic 
new deal.
Bert (Visitor)

Government reclaims 
body of Kissinger. New 
Zombie for eternity press 
secretary kissinger takes 
over white house press 
corp.

Bert (Visitor) DARK

“Archangel” appears over 
Rome. Starts the war.

Bert (Visitor) DARK

The time of mandatory 
after-death national service

Trade for resources to 
build the station, with an 
“alien” mining colony in 
the Asteroid Belt

Remy (Visitor)

DARK

LIGHTDARK

Comrade Bely organizes 
Russian Aid for US after 
their loss of leadership.

Bert (Visitor)

LIGHT

Cremation to avoid public 
service outlawed.

Bert (Visitor)
DARK

Economic 
Boom 
Time
Remy (Visitor)

The United 
Islamic Nation

DP
LIGHT

Vacuum 
tubes 
banned 
globally
DP

DARK

Lunar Premier 
assassinated by 
US-backed 
radicals on 
Liberty Station

Remy (Visitor) DARK

Haiti rises as world power 
due to expertise in “post-
life employee” creation.

Bert (Visitor)

LIGHT

Escort Station 2 
suffers a “Beacon 
Station”

DP

DARK

Ground control is 
“internationalize
d”, solely done by 
the UN now.

DP
DARK

World 
unity on 
the rise.
Bert (Visitor)

Planter of the 
seeds of industry.

Bert (Visitor)

Vatican blows up 
in a chatioactive 
ball

Amazing Rando DARK

Cthonic Dependency

“post life services” 
continued in perpetuity 
when it is discovered 
zombie brains can be 
tapped for electricity. The 
dead are a renewable 
resource.

Bert (Visitor)

DARK

Louis does mental calculations 
and discovers solar sailing, sailing 
himself back to earth and 
introducing the technology. 
Finally getting the recognition for 
his brilliance he deserves.

DP

LIGHT

Liberty allies with 
UIN, helping their 
space program

Amazing Rando

Oona tapped to 
run logistics for 
Escort 2.

Joe (Visitor)

Bic pens provides 
weapons to 
Ciaran for his 
efforts

Amazing Rando

Quinn buys 
ownership stock 
in Bic pens

Amazing Rando

US break up into 
several countries

Amazing Rando

DR BRIGITTA 
MONTOYA 
RETURNS

Amazing Rando

Quinn overseas 
the christening of 
Escort Station 4 
as Bic Central 
Station

Amazing Rando

Liberty operates 
a large solar sail 
facility in lunar 
orbit with 
MacDougal 
Enterprises

Amazing Rando

Liberty starts the 
first colony in the 
outer solar 
system (Titan) 
(no Chadiation 
colony)

Amazing Rando

LIGHT

LIGHT

Chthonic 
pollution 
widespread, 
breaking barriers.

DP

Faustian Pacts 
don’t have Exit 
Clauses

Remy (Visitor)

A new 
communications 
network, strung 
together by 
cthonic threads, 
starts accepting 
users. The 
Undernet

Remy (Visitor)

Mars vanishes, 
pulled into the 
realms of the 
Cthonic Entities.

Remy (Visitor)

LIGHT

DARK The “ghost” of vatican city 
appears on the explosion 
site as “Afterlife City”


Bert (Visitor)

SUPER 
DARK

Aelita cloned multiple times to 
establish FTL Chthonic-
communing communications 
network

DP DARK

DARK

USSR uses a summoned “kaiju”-
like cthonic entity, to defend 
Stalingrad against Vatican Forces

Remy (Visitor)

DARK

DARK

In the instant of 
impact, Kissinger 
telepathically 
belts out one last 
command, to all 
Americans

Remy (Visitor)

DARK

During ritual Mr White 
fulfils his role as prophet 
of Nylarohotep spreading 
the message and forming 
the seeds of the undernet.

Bert (Visitor) DARK

Mr White books retirement 
solar cruise to Venus 
station.


Bert (Visitor)
LIGHT

LIGHT

Scene: Mr. 
White plants 
explosives in 
Sistine Chapel.

DP

Nylarhotep resurrects Mr White in 
his original body, creating two of 
him

Amazing Rando
DARK

Mr White 
assassinates 
the premier

Comrade Bely dies of 
cancer from decades of 
chadiated russian peanut 
butter consumption.


Bert (Visitor)

Mr White Marries Franco 
and adopts Comrade 
Bely’s son.


Bert (Visitor)

DARK

LIGHT

LIGHT

LIGHT

Macdougel Enterprises 
dominates the solar sailing 
market, eviscerating Chtonic-
powered space flight

DP

LIGHT

Ciaran plays the media game 
well-enough to pin 100% of The 
Coup on the actual participants 
and the US MIC.

DP

LIGHT

In the post ES2 
market crash, The 
Company 
expands by 
buying up failed 
space businesses 
on the cheap, and 
consolidating

Remy (Visitor)

DARK

Mcdougel enterpises 
invests in company 
experimenting with 
impervious luggage 
creation. Their  flagship 
line is the Ciaran.


Bert (Visitor) LIGHT

Ciaran gets The 
Company to 
charter 
“Sundrops”, AKA, 
solar-entry 
travel-assisted-
suicide.

DP
DARK

Rapt with Catholic guilt, Ciaran 
gets his hand dirty smuggling 
people out of Catholic nations 
and “unbaptizing” them.

DP
DARK

DARK

The waterer of 
the tree of liberty

Remy (Visitor)

The Golden Age of

Moonbase Liberty

Quinn kills Vatican assasin 
with pen on international 
television. Becomes 
darling of veterans from a 
number of nations. 
Becomes most popular 
world leader.

Bert (Visitor) LIGHT

Specifically 
with a BIC 

Libertas Lunar 
Edition 

fountain pen .

What about 
Quendra?

Freezer full of Quent, Quest, 
Quincy, Quentin, Queen, Quigley, 
Quinnel, Quiyanna starts 
thawing...

DP

DARK

Parents name their kids Quinn, 
books are dedicated to Quinn, 
textbooks biography Quinn, cliffs 
are carved in Quinn’s likeness.

DP

Oona pilots a series of refugee 
flights from Earth, boosting MBL 
population by a huge margin- and 
making it population dense 
enough to resist Cthonic powers

Remy (Visitor)

LIGHT

LIGHT

At the age of 70, Oona is the first 
person to travel past the 
heliopause and return- and 
returns with a dire warning

Remy (Visitor) DARK

Proving she still backs a 
loser Oona linked to 
romance with Quinn’s 
political rival.

Bert (Visitor)
LIGHT

Oona and Polina get married and 
divorced 3x in one year. 
Relationship finally ends in a 
game of space ship chicken.

DP
DARK

Nearing the end 
of her life, Oona 
takes one last, 
one-way trip, out 
of the Solar 
System, never to 
be heard from 
again?

Remy (Visitor)

LIGHT

Oona, somehow, speaks the 
language of the “aliens” in the 
Asteroid Belt, makes great deals 
with them

Remy (Visitor)
DARK


